Peer-reviewed publications:
- 10 journals (1 magazine)
- 25 in conference proceedings (15 main track, 8 workshops, 1 demo)
- 7 technical reports

Journal Publications (j: journals, m: magazines)


In Proceedings (p: main track; w: workshop; d: demo)


[p10] G. Xylomenos, A. Phinkarides, I. Doumanis, X. Vasilakos et al., "IPTV Over ICN", the ACM MMSys’18, Packet Video Workshop (PV'18), Amsterdam, the Netherlands, June, 2018


Technical Reports


Ph.D. Thesis

X. Vasilakos, "Mobility-based Proactive Caching Models for Addressing Niche Mobile Demand and Scalable ICN Name Resolution Designs", A dissertation submitted in partial satisfaction of the requirements for the degree Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science, Athens University of Economics and Business, School of Information Sciences and Technology, Department of Informatics, Mobile Multimedia Laboratory, Trias 2, GR-113 62, Athens, Greece, 2017